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The electronic stopping power of nickel for proton and alpha particles at velocities below and
around the Fermi velocity has been obtained to high accuracy using time-dependent density func-
tional theory. For the wide range of projectile velocities considered, we observed different regimes
of electronic stopping due to the alternative participation of s and d-band electrons. Despite the
sharp discontinuity in the electronic density of states near the Fermi energy characteristic of the
nickel band structure, we do not find an anomalous non-linear electronic stopping power limit as a
function of velocity. However, we find a crossover region above v = 0.15 a.u. both for protons and
alpha, related to the increase in participating host electrons and, in the case of alpha, to an increase
of the charge state. We compare our calculated results with widely available experimental data
and analyze the low velocity limits in the context of Lindhard’s linear response theory and previous
non-linear density functional calculations. The comparison is in good accord with the lowest velocity
experiments available. This may indicate that the adiabatic local density approximation is already
a good theory to calculate electronic stopping power in materials at low velocity.

Various theories have been developed to calculate
electronic stopping power (Se), ranging from the early
perturbative methods of Bethe, Fermi-Teller and Lind-
hard1–4 to later non-perturbative methods on model
systems5–8. However, it is only recently that numeri-
cal methods9 can directly tackle effects in the electronic
stopping arising from the details of a realistic electronic
structure of the host material at low projectile veloci-
ties, v � vFermi. With the advent of these new methods,
Pruneda et al.10 investigated threshold effects in wide-
band gap insulators, Zeb et al.11 studied the electronic
stopping power in Gold (the role of d electrons and the
H/He anomaly), Lim et al.12 discovered the role of dy-
namical interstitial levels in semiconductors and Quashie
et al.13 unveiled the effects of d-band electrons in cop-
per. In these later cases, band structure effects, difficult
to incorporate in early electronic stopping models are ac-
counted for and shown to play a fundamental role14.

Overall, the research mentioned above illustrates that
the path towards low velocities of electronic stopping
is not as simple (e.g. smooth and linear in v) as phe-
nomenological models suggest15. The experimental evi-
dence of deviations from linear velocity behavior and, for
example, the role of d electrons was studied in Refs.16–23.
Specifically for a copper host, a crossover region of super-
linear velocity dependence (with a power of ∼ 1.5) in the
velocity range v = 0.07− 0.3 a.u. (0.12− 2.2 keV) of the
electronic stopping of protons was shown to be associated
to the copper electronic band structure, and in particular
to the sharply peaked d-band located at ∼ 2 eV below
the Fermi energy13.

In terms of electronic band structure effects, a nickel
host presents a more singular situation than copper, be-
cause the Fermi level is precisely at the edge of the d-band
(see Fig. 5 in Ref.24). This gives rise to the intriguing pos-
sibility that the electronic stopping is superlinear even at
extremely low velocities25.

Additionally, nickel has shown important technological
applications stemming from its resistance to particle radi-
ation, as it was recently discovered that Ni-based random

alloys can withstand swelling under particle radiation. Ni
based alloys are known for their radiation tolerance, ther-
mal stability and optimal mechanical properties, making
them promising candidate materials for nuclear applica-
tions26.

In this paper, the case of Se with emphasis on the
low velocity limit of a nickel host under proton and al-
pha irradiation is presented. The comparison between
proton and alpha irradiation helps understand the non-
linear effects in the dielectric response and scaling laws
with respect the projectile charge Z1.

The stopping power of protons and He+4 ions in nickel
in the energy range of 20 to 95 keV was studied experi-
mentally in detail by Bogdanov et al.27. Their measured
results for energy losses of protons in nickel are in good
agreement with those of Refs.28,29 but in less agreement
with Ref.30. These disagreements among experiments
may stem from scaling issues related to measuring rela-
tive and absolute Se. The measured energy losses of He+4
ions in nickel27 are in good agreement with the measure-
ments of Ref.31.

Møller et al.32 measured the stopping power of an-
tiprotons (and protons) in various solid targets in the
low-energy range of 1 − 100 keV. They found the stop-
ping power of protons to be proportional to the projectile
velocity below the stopping-power maximum for the Ni
target and simply compare the observation with a free
electron gas model.

In this work we employed the first principles time-
dependent Kohn-Sham formalism of time-dependent den-
sity functional theory (TDDFT)35 coupled with nu-
clei motion36,37 to simulate the collision dynamics
of two different projectiles (hydrogen/proton and he-
lium/alpha particles) in Ni target. The electron dynam-
ics is treated quantum mechanically whereas the nuclei
are point particles treated classically.

The exchange-correlation potential used in this study
is due to the local-density approximation (LDA) of den-
sity functional theory (DFT)38. More sophisticated
approaches based on the dielectric response, including
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the exact many-body and dynamic exchange-correlation
treatment for low velocity projectiles, are available in the
literature39,40 and shown to be important for the stop-
ping at least in the specific case of the homogeneous elec-
tron gas.

This atomistic calculation used a supercell with volume
(19.98 a0)3, containing 108 fcc host Ni atoms (experi-
mental density) plus the projectile. Periodic boundary
conditions along with Ewald-type summation43–46 are
used throughout this study. The plane-wave basis set
is sampled accurately with a 160 Ry energy cutoff. For
some selected velocities we tested k-point convergence in
a (3 × 3 × 3)- and a (4 × 4 × 4)-Monkhorst-Pack grid47,
with a negligible difference of less than 0.1%. Finite size
effects were studied for 108 and 256 atoms in a supercell
of (3× 3× 3) and (4× 4× 4) respectively, and the errors
remain within 3%13,48.

We used norm-conserving Troullier-Martins pseudopo-
tential to represent ion potentials Vext, with 10 and 16 (to
assess semi-core effects) explicit electrons per Ni atom.
The calculations were done using the Qbox code41 with
custom time-dependent modifications9,42.

Initially, the projectiles (H or He) were placed in the
Ni crystal interstitially to obtain a converged ground
state by performing a time-independent DFT calculation.
For the subsequent evolution of the moving projectile, a
TDDFT calculation was then performed on the electronic
system and the moving projectile. The projectile trajec-
tory in the bulk crystal was done in two different ways: (i)
hyper-channeling trajectory and (ii) off-channeling tra-
jectory. In (i), the projectile is allowed to move with a
given velocity subjected to a straight uniform movement
along a 〈100〉 channel. This setup avoids collisions with
target atoms10,13,48–50. In (ii), the projectile is forced to
move in a random direction through the host material13.
In this case, there is a stronger interaction between pro-
jectile and tightly bound electronic charge density in the
vicinity of the host nuclei13,48.

The wavefunctions are propagated in time using the
fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme9 and the enforced
time-reversal symmetry (ETRS)51 method. The latter
is more efficient for low projectile velocity calculations.
We used these time integrators to ensure accurate propa-
gation and forces at very low velocities. The propagation
time step was set to, at most, 0.0242 attoseconds to en-
sure stable numerical integration9,52.

As the projectile position changes with time, energy
is being deposited into the electronic subsystem. This
increase in total electronic energy E as a function of pro-
jectile displacement is identified as the Se given by the
trajectory average53:

Se =
〈dE[x(t)]

dx(t)

〉
(1)

The calculated Se for H+ and He in Ni for a wide range
of projectile velocities compared with empirical models
and data are presented in Fig. 1. In the channeling case,
where the projectile is forced to move in a straight path
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Figure 1. (color online). H+ and He → Ni. The average Se

for (a) H+ and (b) He versus projectile velocity v: for channel-
ing trajectory (red filled circles) without semi-core, [Ar]3d84s2

(10 valence electrons) denoted as ‘TDDFT (channeling Ni10)’,
off-channeling trajectory (cyan asterisk) without semi-core,
[Ar]3d84s2 (10 valence electrons) denoted as ‘TDDFT (off-
channel Ni10)’ and off-channeling trajectory with semi-core,
[Ne 3s2]3p63d84s2 (16 valence electrons) denoted as ‘TDDFT
(off-channel Ni16)’. The black continuous line refers to the
empirically-based tabulated electronic-stopping power model
from Srim15,54. The gray dots refer to the IAEA experimental
database55.

avoiding head on collisions with the host atoms; the cal-
culated Se is systematically lower than that of experi-
ments for both projectiles. We attribute this difference
to the fact that the projectile lacks access to the full vari-
ety of trajectories that an experiment with uncontrolled
directionality (e.g. with respect to a well defined crystal
orientation) would provide.

We also performed simulations in off-channeling con-
ditions where we allow the projectile to move in random
directions, possibly closer to the host atoms. In most
experimental setups, the projectiles are not channeled in
any specific direction but rather are allowed to move in
different directions and therefore explore different parts
of the lattice. The use of random directions here are
to specifically mimic the experimental setup, and was
shown to work for other systems13,48. Doing so allows the
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projectile to seldom access core regions around the host
atoms and thereby causing excitation of tightly bound
electrons. Off-channeling trajectories are statistical in
nature; averaging over different directions produce aver-
age values for stopping with a certain variance (shown as
error bars in the graphs). The effective way to explore off-
channeling trajectories is moving the projectile at several
impact parameters (initial positions) and several velocity
directions; and averaging over these different projectile
initial positions and velocity directions. Here we used
two main velocity incommensurate directions [0.309, 0.5,
0.809] and [0.705, 0.610, 0.363], with their corresponding
permutations making a total of 12 velocity directions to
obtain our off-channeling results.

In the off-channeling trajectories case, we studied two
levels of pseudopotentials. First, we simulated the elec-
tronic system with a pseudopotential not including semi-
core electrons in the valence (10 electrons per host atoms,
3d84s2), while the rest of electrons, in particular the 3p6,
are frozen and taken into account only as part of the pseu-
dopotential. Second, to assess the role of semicore elec-
trons we used a different pseudopotential including some
semi-core electrons in valence; we simulated 16 electrons
(3p63d84s2) per host atom. In the calculation, the charge
of the projectile is not chosen a priori ; in the steady state
the average charge state of the projectile is determined
by the time-evolution of the system.

For H+ in Fig. 1a, we obtained fairly good agreement
with experiment in a wide range of velocities, as long
as we consider off-channeling and include host semicore
electrons explicitly. Semicore electron effects kick in at
v > 1.5 a.u. and the correction is similar (∼ 10%) in
both cases (H+ and He). The difference between off-
channeling and channeling is appreciable for v > 1.0 a.u.,
and is particularly important in the case of alpha projec-
tiles; although, it is seen that at velocities above 3.0 a.u.
our off-channeling results go over the experimental data.
On the other hand, the agreement obtained with exper-
iment is excellent for v ≤ 3.0 a.u. for He in Fig. 1b.
At v > 3.0 a.u., our results underestimates experiment,
indicating even more semicore electrons needs to be in-
corporated in the Ni pseudopotential if we were to ex-
plore higher velocities56. At lower velocities, both chan-
neling and off-channeling trajectories collapse into one
curve; this apparent independence on the geometry of the
trajectory follows a pattern observed in previous simula-
tions13,50,57.

In Fig. 2 and 3 we concentrate in the low velocity
limit and compare with the available experimental data
and theory. In Fig. 2, for the range 0.2 < v < 5 a.u.
our calculated Se for off-channeling proton is compared
with experiments15,27,32,58,59. As an example, for v ∼
0.2 a.u. our channeling result is ∼ 10% below com-
pared with Andersen et al.59. There is little experimen-
tal data for v < 0.2 a.u.. However, v ∼ 0.08 a.u., our
TDDFT(channeling Ni10) result for protons is in good
agreement with Arkhipov et al.60 with 5% difference.

In Fig. 3, our results showed that the relatively
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Figure 2. (color online). H+ → Ni (log scale). The average
Se versus projectile velocity v for a channeling trajectory (red
circles) without semi-core, [Ar]3d84s2 (10 valence electrons)
denoted as ‘TDDFT (channeling Ni10)’, off-channeling trajec-
tory (cyan asterisk) without semi-core, [Ar]3d84s2 (10 valence
electrons) denoted as ‘TDDFT (off-channel Ni10)’, and off-
channeling trajectory with semi-core, [Ne 3s2]3p63d84s2 (16
valence electrons) denoted as ‘TDDFT (off-channel Ni16)’.
Dash (brown) line and dash-dot (blue) line corresponds to
a linear RPA-based calculation for a free-electron gas with
rs = 2.60 a0 and rs = 1.21 a0 where the effective charge of
H+ projectile is Z1 = 1 (Eq. 2). Dash-dash (black) line and
dot (red) line corresponds to DFT results (slopes) for proton
by Echenique et al.7 (see Fig. 3, curve ‘D’) with rs = 2.60 a0

and rs = 1.21 a0 (which nominally corresponds to 1 and 10
electrons per Ni atom respectively). The tabulated results
from Srim empirical model for the electronic and ionic stop-
ping powers of protons are represented by the solid black and
solid magenta lines, respectively15.

heavier He projectile agrees well with Sillanpää et al.33

(an indirect experimental result) in their velocity range
(0.01 a.u. ≤ v ≤ 0.1 a.u.). More experimental work in
this velocity regime would be required to validate the ca-
pability of our ab initio TDDFT method. The lack of
experimental data at v < 0.01 a.u. makes it difficult to
validate our predictive result below this velocity regime.
For higher velocity, our calculated results are in agree-
ment with experimental data27,33,58,61–63.

To analyze the behavior of the simulated Se in detail,
we evaluated the linear response stopping based on the
Lindhard dielectric function for a homogeneous electron
gas for effective electronic densities n4,64–67:

SL(n, v) =
2Z2

1e
2

πv2

∫ ∞
0

dk

k

∫ kv

0

ωdω=
(
εRPA[n, k, ω]−1

)
,

(2)
where Z1 is the charge of the projectile (ion) (for ex-
ample, Z1 = 1 for H+ and Z1 = 2 for a fully stripped
He2+ ion), v is the velocity of the projectile and εRPA

is a model of the dielectric function for the linear re-
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Figure 3. (color online). He → Ni (log scale). The aver-
age Se versus projectile velocity v: for a channeling trajec-
tory (red circles) without semi-core, [Ar]3d84s2 (10 valence
electrons) denoted as ‘TDDFT (channeling Ni10)’ and for
off-channeling trajectory (cyan asterisk) without semi-core,
[Ar]3d84s2 (10 valence electrons) denoted as ‘TDDFT (off-
channel Ni10)’, and off-channeling trajectory with semi-core,
[Ne 3s2]3p63d84s2 (16 valence electrons) denoted as ‘TDDFT
(off-channel Ni16)’. Dash-dash (black) line and dot (red) line
corresponds to DFT results (slopes) for a helium nucleus by
Echenique et al.7 with adjusted rs = 2.24 a0 and rs = 1.64 a0

(which nominally corresponds to 1.57 and 4 electrons per Ni
atom respectively). The tabulated results from Srim database
for the electronic and ionic stopping powers of are represented
by the solid black and solid magenta lines, respectively15.

sponse approximation (RPA) at frequency ω and mo-
mentum transfer k for an electron gas with effective den-
sity n68. The linear-response approximation to the stop-
ping power is relatively crude compared to the TDDFT
simulation results presented here, but we compare the
two here to understand with a simpler model our full
TDDFT calculations in different limits. In order to com-
pare to a more elaborate model we compare it with non-
linear DFT calculations of stopping power which are for-
mally exact for the homogeneous electron gas in the
limit of v → 0 reported in7 for both H and He and
parametrized by density n. For reference, we used n =
9.1×1022/cm3, n = 36.6×1022/cm3, n = 91.4×1022/cm3

and n = 146.2×1022/cm3 corresponding nominally to 1e
(rs = 2.60 a0), 4e (rs = 1.64 a0), 10e (rs = 1.21 a0) and
16e (rs = 1.03 a0) electrons per Ni atom respectively.

In Fig. 2 our simulated TDDFT results at low veloc-
ities for proton projectiles corresponds well with linear
response stopping (SL) where rs = 2.60 a0 (Z1 = 1).
Our TDDFT results agrees well with DFT results of
Echenique et al. (see Fig. 3, curve ‘D’ of Ref.7) for
rs = 1.21 a0 around 0.2 a.u. ≤ v ≤ 1.0 a.u. but at lower
velocities (v < 0.1 a.u.) their DFT results for rs = 2.60 a0
overestimates our TDDFT results. Although there are

two independent parameters to adjust in the Lindhard
model (Z1 and n), a picture in which Z1 ≡ 1 (inde-
pendent of velocity) seems reasonable for protons, since
hydrogen loses its electron easily in a metallic environ-
ment69.

We observe that for protons, Se falls to values near the
nuclear stopping estimated by the most current version
of Srim. Also according to our results, Srim extrapola-
tion (v → 0) model is systematically overestimating the
electronic stopping by a factor 2 or 3 for both types of
projectiles. We again observe a crossover region (as seen
in Cu result13). For 0.15 a.u. ≤ v ≤ 0.5 a.u. crossover
region, the curve is a power-law ∝ vq where q = 1.32.
We do not find non-linearities as a function of velocity
below 0.15 a.u. in agreement with the expected analytic
result for normal metallic stopping power.

For He, the linear response approximation is out of
range at low velocity because of the dominance of non-
linear effects and variable effective charges. For this rea-
son, in Fig. 3 we only rely on the non-linear DFT (v → 0)
slopes reported by Echenique et al., (see Fig. 3, curve
‘E’ in Ref.7) which agrees well with our TDDFT result
when an adjusted rs = 2.24 a0 is used, which in turn
corresponds to Z∗1 = 1.2 (according to Fig. 4 in Ref.7).
At higher velocity the comparison is not as straight for-
ward but a preliminary adjustment to Ref.7 gives an
effective rs = 1.64 a0 and Z∗1 = 1.5 respectively, for
0.5 a.u. < v < 2.0 a.u. (off-channeling). That is, more
charge is being stripped off from the He projectile and
more valence electrons participate70.

In summary, we obtained accurate results for the elec-
tronic stopping power of protons and alpha particles in
Nickel. Despite the d-band being very close to the Fermi
energy, the electronic stopping does not follow an anoma-
lous electronic stopping power in the limit v → 0. The
electronic stopping power is linear with the velocity, sim-
ilar to the linear response of the homogeneous electron
gas. As in the case of Cu13 we observe a crossover region
of superlinear stopping power for the proton in Ni, but
only for v > 0.15 a.u..

In the case of the alpha particle, the stopping power
is more linear with respect to velocity. There is no
crossover region for alpha, and the only feature appears
at v > 0.5 a.u., due to the consideration of off-chanelling
trajectories.

The resulting stopping power is in surprisingly good
agreement with the experimental determinations at ex-
tremely low velocities for both protons and alpha par-
ticles 33,60, even when utilizing the simple adiabatic lo-
cal density approximation (ALDA) to the electronic ex-
change correlation. Although non-local theories based
on many-body physics for dynamic exchange-correlation,
were previously shown to be necessary in the case of the
homogeneous electron gas in the limit of low velocity39,40,
we achieved the ab initio calculation of electronic stop-
ping power at the lowest velocity to date and we do not
seem to find further corrections to exchange-correction
to be a key element to account for in the calculation of
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electronic stopping in for these projectiles and realistic
materials.
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